Seay Motors Driving Attendance Challenge Expanded

In its fourth year of the Driving Attendance Challenge, Seay Motors has expanded the rewards of good attendance to more than students.

In each of the last three years, Seay Motors of Mayfield has given a vehicle to a high school student with perfect school attendance. This year is no exception. A high school student from Mayfield or Graves County with perfect attendance will win a car. Now, employees of both Mayfield Independent and Graves County school districts have a chance to win based upon their attendance. Each nine weeks, employees with perfect attendance are put into a drawing within their respective school districts. Seay Motors will draw two names from each district for prizes of $250 for a total a $1000 each nine weeks. The local auto dealership will do the same at the end of each nine weeks for the remainder of the year.

Winners for the first nine weeks from Mayfield Independent Schools were both from Mayfield Middle School. Shannon Ordunez, eighth grade reading teacher, and Minnie Nowlin, Mayfield Middle Schools CARDS After Hours Student Services Coordinator, were awarded $250 each. Presenting the checks from Seay Motors were Brady Davis and Chelsey Clark.

At the end of the year, employees with perfect attendance all year from both districts will be eligible for one final drawing of $1000.

Mayfield Independent Schools would like to thank Larry Seay and the staff at Seay Motors for the generous partnership, working together for a stronger community.